The present paper argues for teaching statistics and psychometric theory using the GLM as a unifying conceptual framework. This helps students understand what analyses have in common, and also provides a firm grounding for understanding that more general cases of the GLM (canonical correlation analysis and SEM) can be interpreted with the same rubric used throughout the GLM. And this approach also helps students better understand analyses that are not part of the GLM, such as predictive discriminant analysis (PDA). The approach helps students understand that all GLM analyses (a) are correlational, and thus are all susceptible to sampling error, (b) can yield r 2 -type effect sizes, and (c) use weights applied to measured variables to estimate the latent variables really of primary interest.
In a very influential APA presidential address in the late 1950s, Lee Cronbach advocated greater use of aptitude-treatment interaction designs, and effectively decried the then common misconception that statistics could be conceptualized as fitting within two classes: experimental statistics and correlational statistics. But not much happened with respect to how researchers conceptualized and taught statistics and psychometrics.
Then, in 1968, Cohen published a seminal article that was almost as important as his 1994 article, "The Earth is round (p<.05)." In the 1968 article, Cohen said, although he thought most statisticians would find his argument obvious, most psychologists at the time on the other hand had no idea that regression subsumed ANOVA and other univariate analyses as special cases. Thus, regression is the univariate general linear model (GLM). He argued that the GLM was important conceptually, but also that very important advantages could be realized by using regression to conduct many univariate analyses.
Subsequently, Knapp (1978) showed that canonical correlation analysis (CCA; see Thompson, 1984 Thompson, , 2000 was the multivariate GLM, subsuming in addition to other multivariate methods (e.g., Hotelling T 2 , descriptive discriminant analysis [but not predictive discriminant analysis], and MANOVA and MANCOVA) univariate regression and the other univariate parametric methods. Finally, Bagozzi, Fornell, and Larcker (1981; also see Fan, 1997) showed that structural equation modeling (SEM) was the most general case of the GLM.
A virtual regression-discontinuity study of the influence of Cohen's article shows that the field changed dramatically following Cohen's (1968) publication. Studies by Edgington (1964 Edgington ( , 1974 covering several decades showed that prior to the 1968 article around 2/3rds to 3/4ths of published articles used ANOVAs. Similar studies after the 1968 article showed a large drop in the use of ANOVAs (Elmore & Woehlke, 1988; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1985; Kieffer, Reese & Thompson, 2001; Willson, 1980) . The present paper argues for teaching statistics and psychometric theory using the GLM as a unifying conceptual framework. This helps students understand what analyses have in common, and also provides a firm grounding for understanding that more general cases of the GLM (canonical correlation analysis and SEM) can be interpreted with the same rubric used throughout the GLM. And this approach also helps students better understand analyses that are not part of the GLM, such as predictive discriminant analysis (PDA). The approach helps students understand that all GLM analyses (a) are correlational, and thus are all susceptible to sampling error, (b) can yield r 2 -type effect sizes, and (c) use weights applied to measured variables to estimate the latent variables really of primary interest.
More on Defining the GLM
The General Linear Model is the concept that "all analytic methods are correlational ... and yield variance-accounted-for effect sizes analogous to (e.g., R 2 , η 2 , ω 2 )" (Thompson, 2000, p. 263) . As Graham (2008) Figure 1 presents a conceptual map of the commonly used statistical analyses falling within the General Linear Model. As noted previously, predictive discriminant analysis (PDA), unlike descriptive discriminant analysis (DDA), is not part of the GLM (Huberty, 1994) . It can also be shown that the mathematics of factor analysis are used to compute the multiplicative weights applied to the measured variables, either explicitly or implicitly, in all analyses throughout the GLM.
Figure 1. Conceptual Map of the General Linear Model
Note. Descriptive discriminant analysis (DDA) is part of the general linear model, but predictive discriminant analysis (PDA) is not part of the GLM. "SEM" = structural equation modeling; "CCA" = canonical correlation analysis; "T-squared" = Hotelling's T 2 , a multivariate extension of the t-test to multiple dependent variables.
A very powerful way to prove to students that CCA subsumes other multivariate and univariate parametric methods is to use "proof by SPSS." That is, some students assume that SPSS was written by God, and that therefore anything on an SPSS output must be infallibly true. Here I use the Appendix A heuristic data and the Appendix B SPSS syntax to perform a couple of these proofs via SPSS.
CCA Subsumes Regression as a Special Case
Figure 2 presents a cut-and-paste copy out of an SPSS output for a regression analysis predicting IQ scores with predictors X1, X2, and X3. Figure 3 presents a cut-and-paste copy out of an SPSS output for a CCA with the same measured variables. Note that the regression R 2 = .04106 equals the CCA RC = .041. However, at first glance the regression beta weights do not appear to match the CCA standardized function coefficients for the parallel analysis. First, the CCA function coefficients each have a different sign than the three regression beta weights! But the scaling direction of equations is purely arbitrary, and any researcher can at will reverse all the signs in an equation within the GLM (see Thompson, 2004, pp. 96-97) . This is the equivalent of the arbitrary choice of whether to score a test by counting number of right answers versus number of wrong answers.
Second, the scaling of the regression beta weights and the CCA function coefficients is different. Table 1 illustrates how the two sets of weights can be converted into each other's metrics. 
CCA Subsumes Multi-Way ANOVA as a Special Case
Figure 4 presents a cut-and-paste copy out of an SPSS output for an ANOVA summary table for an analysis into IQ as the dependent variable in a two-way factorial ANOVA. Conducting the parallel ANOVA using CCA is a bit tedious, but otherwise is not problematic. First, create orthogonal contrasts using conventional methods explained in various textbooks (e.g., Thompson, 2006) . Next, run a CCA model using all the contrast variables. Then run CCA models dropping in turn the contrast variables for the three omnibus effects. Figure 5 presents cut-and-paste copies out of an SPSS output for these analyses. Thompson, 2006) . 3. Teaching statistics and psychometrics from a GLM perspective helps students understand that it is the design, and not the analysis, that provides the ability to make causal claims (see Thompson, 2006, chapter 12 ). 4. Teaching statistics and psychometrics from a GLM perspective helps students understand that statistics and psychometric models do the same things, albeit it for different purposes: they partition variances (or sum of squares) and estimate ratios of those partitions in forms such as eta squared, R2, RC2, and reliability coefficients (see Dawson, 1999) . 5. Teaching statistics and psychometrics from a GLM perspective helps students understand that all analyses are correlation, which among other things implies that all analyses can be conducted without a researcher's data, as long as one has the covariance matrix and means and SDs. These summary statistics are perfectly suitable as inputs into SPSS analyses (see Zientek & Thompson, 2009 ).
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